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Two high-lying states in 15 F and 16 Ne, unbound with respect to one-proton (1p) and two-proton
(2p) emissions, have been observed in fragmentation of 17 Ne at intermediate energies. They undergo
mainly sequential emissions of protons via intermediate states in 14 O and 15 F and have decay energies
of 7.8(2) and 7.6(2) MeV, respectively. The widths of the newly-observed states in 15 F and 16 Ne are
much smaller than the Wigner limits for single-particle configurations, of 0.4(4) and 0.8(−4
+8 ) MeV,
respectively. In addition, narrow widths of 0.2(2) MeV are derived for two other high-lying states in
15
F with Qp of 4.9 and 6.4 MeV, which match features of the recently-predicted narrow odd-parity
15
F states with two valence protons in the sd shell. All energies and widths have been obtained
by analyzing angular correlations of the decay products, p–p–14 O and p–p–13 N, whose trajectories
have been measured by a tracking technique with silicon microstrip detectors.
PACS numbers: 21.10.-k; 21.45.-v; 23.50.+z

Nuclear structure beyond the proton drip line, where
nuclei exist only as resonances in the continuum, remains
rather unexplored. In light nuclei, such resonances are
usually expected to be very broad due to small Coulomb
barriers. Thus, the ground states (g.s.) of 15 F or 10,11 N
are seen as broad s-wave proton resonances. In contrary,
1p emitters in heavy nuclei live much longer, due to the
much higher Coulomb barriers. Unexpectedly long halflives have been also reported for the 2p emitters 45 Fe,
54
Zn, 19 Mg, 94m Ag [1–4]. A quantum-mechanical theory
of the 2p radioactivity based on a three-body model [5]
explains them as a result of a considerable influence of
few-body centrifugal and Coulomb barriers together with
nuclear structure effects. It predicts the regular occurrence of long-lived 2p precursors.
Recently, Canton et al. [6] suggested that some unbound states could exist as very narrow resonances. Using multichannel algebraic scattering (MCAS) theory,
Canton et al. predicted three odd-parity states in 15 F,
−
1− 5−
and 32 with the widths of only few keV. These
2 , 2
predictions were challenged by Fortune and Sherr [7] who
argued that the MCAS results contradicted both the mirror symmetry and the (sd)2 shell-model systematics.
There are two important aspects of the predictions
made by the MCAS and shell model. (i) The 15 F oddparity states predicted both by Refs. [6] and [7] lie in

the vicinity of the 2p threshold. Therefore, three-body
13
N+p+p dynamics, that cannot be taken into account
by either the shell model or the MCAS, may strongly
influence their properties. The predicted states lie somewhere around the 1p thresholds 14 O(1− )+p, 14 O(0+
2 )+p,
14
O(3− )+p etc. Therefore, additional 2p and 1p decay
channels may be open. Due to structural reasons, the
partial widths of these channels may be larger than those
from the 14 Og.s. +p channel. Thus, the odd-parity 15 F
states may be not as narrow as predicted in Refs. [6, 7].
Such a phenomenon may be general for nuclei beyond
the proton drip line where 1p and 2p thresholds are very
low. (ii) Accurate predictions of resonance positions and
widths are crucial in studies of stellar nucleosynthesis.
The shell model, widely used for these purposes, is incapable to generate continuum wave functions. It only
provides spectroscopic factors (C 2S determined from occupancies of bound orbits), which are multiplied then by
single-particle widths Γs.p. calculated elsewhere. In contrary, the MCAS provides continuum wave functions and
even claims to be able to deal with the shell melting phenomenon by introducing Pauli hindrance in its scheme.
However, its validity has not yet been tested.
In our previous work [8], we have reported two new
resonances in 15 F populated by 1p decay of 16 Ne. In this
paper, we estimate their widths by analyzing the data
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FIG. 1: 1p decays (dash-dot arrows) of states in 16 Ne, 15 F and
14
O. The 2p decay of 16 Ne(g.s.) is shown by a dash arrow.
The hatched area indicates unspecified states in 16 Ne.

taken in addition to the study of 19 Mg and 16 Ne g.s. [3, 8].
We also observe new narrow excited states in the decay
chain 16 Ne∗ →15 F∗ +p →14 O∗ +p+p →13 N+p+p+p and
investigate their properties shown in Fig. 1.
The experiment was performed with a 591A MeV beam
of 24 Mg accelerated by the SIS facility at GSI, Darmstadt. The radioactive beam of 17 Ne was produced at
the Projectile-Fragment Separator FRS [9] with an intensity of 800 ions s−1 and an energy of 450A MeV. The
secondary reactions (17 Ne,16 Ne∗ ) occurred at the midplane of FRS in a secondary 9 Be target. The first half of
FRS was adjusted to transmit 17 Ne ions, and its second
half was tuned for identification of the residual heavy ions
(HI), e.g. 14 O and 13 N. A microstrip detector array, developed on the basis of the AMS02 particle tracker [10],
was positioned downstream of the secondary target. It
consisted of four silicon microstrip detectors with a strip
pitch of 100 µm covering an opening angle of ∼150 mrad
around the secondary beam direction. The arrangement
of the detectors can be found in Ref. [3]. They were
used to measure energy loss and positions of each particle in triple-coincidence events HI+2p, thus allowing a
reconstruction of trajectories of all decay-products, the
coordinates of the reaction vertex and the angular p–HI
correlations. The achieved transverse position accuracy
was 30 µm for protons and 15 µm for 14 O(13 N). The angular resolution gained in tracking of fragments was ∼1
mrad. More details concerning the detector performance
and the tracking procedure are given in [3, 8].
The 15 F∗ and 16 Ne∗ states were identified from the
measured HI+2p events and their decay energies were derived by analyzing angular correlations between the protons and the 13 N(14 O) ions. Such a procedure is similar
to an identification of a reaction channel by using a Dalitz
plot, which is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Two protons from
the same parent state share the 2p-decay energy Q2p ,
thus their momenta are located along the arc area with
a constant root-sum-squared momentum. Two 2p-decay
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FIG. 2: (a) Transverse momentum correlations kp1−HI −
kp2−HI for a direct three-body (k3 ) and sequential (k2 ) 2pdecay mechanisms. Arrows show directions of the peak tails.
(b) Kinematical enhancement of angular p–HI correlations at
the maximum possible angle for a given kp−HI . (c) The corresponding angular p–HI distribution.

mechanisms can be distinguished in Dalitz plots: (i) sequential emission of protons, which may be described
as two consecutive 1p decays with two kp−HI peaks reflecting the respective p–HI resonances, and (ii) simultaneously emitted protons with continuous p–HI spectra
peaked around Q2p /2 [11]. In Fig. 2(a), these mechanisms are shown in the respective kinematical areas k2
and k3 . A single 2p-parent state yields 2 peaks along
the corresponding arc area. Several such states decaying through the same intermediate 1p resonance reveal
“slices”, as shown in Fig. 2(a), reflecting p–HI final state
interactions (FSI) due to resonances in the corresponding
states. The angular θp1−HI -θp2−HI correlations show similar structures. Because of a strong kinematical focusing
at intermediate energies, 1p decay leads to a sharp angular p–HI correlation, see Fig. 2(b,c). The p–HI angles
reflect the transverse proton momentum relative to HI,
and they are correlated with the precursor’s decay energy.
Thus, sequential 2p decays result mostly in the peaks located along the arc areas in the angular θp1−HI -θp2−HI
correlations, similar to those sketched in Fig. 2(a).
The angular θp1−O -θp2−O correlations derived from the
measured 14 O+p+p events and their projections on θp−O
are shown in Fig. 3. Most events are seen at larger angles
and originate from the 2p decay of excited states in 16 Ne.
However, the events with smaller angles cluster around
θp−O =35 mrad. They are attributed to the 2p decay from
16
Neg.s. [8]. These events were disentangled by making a
slice projection from the measured correlations with the
gate θp2−O<45 mrad (the peak (1) in Fig. 3(b)). The data
were compared to a Monte Carlo simulation of the response of our setup to a direct 2p decay 16 Ne→14 O+p+p
with the known Q2p energy by using the “GEANT” software [12]. The calculations took into account the experimental uncertainties of tracking the fragments when
reconstructing the vertex coordinates and the angles of
fragment trajectories. The simulation reproduced the
data quantitatively with Q2p =1.35(8) MeV, in agreement
with the literature value of 1.4(1) MeV [13].
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Figure 3(c) displays the θp1−O distribution obtained
by gating on θp2−O >120 mrad, which corresponds to
FSI in p–14 O pairs due to the low-lying states in 15 F.
+
The simulations of 1p decays of the known ground 12
+
and first-excited 52 states in 15 F with Qp of 1.5(1)
and 2.80(5) MeV [14], respectively, reproduced the two
smallest-angle peaks quantitatively [8]. The two peaks
at larger angles were assigned to 1p decays of unknown
excited states in 15 F with derived Qp values of 4.9(2) and
6.4(2) MeV. These values and their uncertainties were deduced similarly to those inferred for 16 Neg.s. [8]. Namely,
for a chosen range of Qp we calculated the probability
P (Qp ) for simulations to match the data (the standard
statistical Kolmogorov test [15]). The Qp value with the
closest match (assuming that P >50%) was accepted and
its uncertainty was taken as the half-width of the distribution where P ≥50%. The resonance widths Γ were
+
+
fitted similarly. The 21 and 52 states in 15 F with known
widths served as test cases. The 4.9 and 6.4 MeV levels
are very narrow, the conservative estimate of both widths
is 0.2(2) MeV (e.g., see the 4.9 MeV width fit in the inset of Fig. 3(c)). These values were taken as upper-limits
reflecting the resolution of the set-up.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) Angular θp1−O -θp2−O correlations
obtained from the measured 14 O+p+p events. The lilac areas
indicate 2p decays of 16 Ne states. (b) The θp−O projection
(full circles with statistical uncertainties) of the data shown in
panel (a). The upper axis shows the transverse momenta k of
protons with respect to 14 O. The apparent peaks are labeled
(1–4). The curves are similar to those in (c). (c) The θp1−O
distribution obtained by gating on θp2−O >120 mrad, which
corresponds to 15 F resonances due to p1 -14 O FSI. The dash
and dot curves are the simulations of the setup response to the
known 1p decays of the ground and first-excited states in 15 F,
see Fig. 1. The dash-dot and dash-dot-dot curves indicate
two new states in 15 F with fitted Qp values of 4.9(2) and
6.4(2) MeV, respectively. The solid line is the sum fit. The
short-dash curve shows the sum fit with all level widths set to
1 keV. The short-dash-dot curve is the 1p-decay estimate of
the 7.8 MeV state inp15 F. (d) The θp−O distribution selected
2
2
within the arc-area θp1−
O + θp2−O around 115 mrad, which
corresponds to the 7.6 MeV state in 16 Ne. The solid curve
is a fit obtained by simulating the sequential 2p decay of the
16
Ne∗ state via the ground (dash curve) and the first-excited
(dash-dot curve) state in 15 F. The dot curve shows a similar
fit with the 16 Ne∗ width set to 1 keV. The insets shows the
probability (as a function of the assumed resonance width)
that the simulations match the data.

that in 15 C. This state is ∼0.3 MeV higher than the 12
state calculated in the (sd)2 shell model but is 0.6 MeV
lower than the MCAS prediction, being just 0.27 MeV
above the 2p threshold. The 2p-decay branch is strongly
suppressed, and the 14 O(0+
1 )+p decay mode dominates.
The data do not allow us to distinguish between the shellmodel or MCAS predictions for its width. The 6.4 MeV
state in 15 F is also open for 2p decay and may be seen in
triple 13 N+p+p coincidences. The angular θp1−N -θp2−N
correlations obtained from the triple events are shown
in Fig. 4(a). Only few events are detected in the arc
area of interest around 62 mrad, so these data are not
conclusive. The 6.4 MeV state is open to sequential
+
−
14
2p decays via the 1−
O. To esti1 , 02 , 31 states of
mate the widths Γ = C 2 S · Γs.p. of these unobserved decays, we calculated Γs.p. in the two-body potential model
with the Woods-Saxon potential parameters r0 =1.25 fm
and a=0.65 fm, and we calculated C 2 S in the (spsdpf )shell model with the WBP interaction [16] using the
NUSHELL@MSU code [17]. Two possible J π assign−
ments for the 6.4 MeV state were considered, 25 and
3−
2 . In both cases, the dominant structure is a d-wave
proton outside the 14 O(1− ) core. However, because of the
centrifugal barrier, the Γs.p. for this configuration is only
∼11 keV while the same proton is well above the barrier
2
for the 14 O(0+
1 )+p branch with `=1. Although C S for
the `=1 branch is small, the 14 O(0+
)+p
width
dominates
1
−
−
being ∼50 keV for 25 and more than 100 keV for 32 .
The corresponding widths for the 14 O(1− )+p decay are
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a) Angular θp1−N -θp2−N correlations from the 13 N+p+p events. The arc area indicates 2p emission from
an unknown 15 F∗ resonance. The bands show the p+13 N FSI due to the 3− state in 14 O. (b) Projection
of the
p 2 θp−N histogram
2
data shown in panel (a). (c) The θp−N distribution (full circles with statistical errors) gated on 78 ≤ θp1
−N + θp2−N ≤ 88 mrad,
which corresponds to the 2p decay of a resonance in 15 F∗ . The solid curve is the simulation of the sequential 2p decay of 15 F∗
via the 2+ state in 14 O at E ∗ =6.59 MeV [18]. The fitted parameters of the 15 F∗ state are Qp =7.8(2) MeV and Γ=0.4(4) MeV.
The dot and dash-dot curves show similar calculations with assumed 15 F∗ widths of 1 and 800 keV, respectively. The inset
shows the probability (as a function of the assumed resonance width) that the simulations match the data. (d) The θp1−N
histogram obtained for θp2−N >80 mrad, which corresponds to FSI in p+13 N. The solid, dot, dash, dash-dot and dash-dot-dot
curves are simulations of the 1p resonances in 14 O∗ at E ∗ of 5173, 5920, 6272, 6590 and 7768 keV, respectively [18].

about 4 and 7 keV. This explains our non-observation
of the 2p decay of the 6.4 MeV state. Although both
J π assignments predict relatively narrow widths consistent with the data, the energy split between the 4.9 and
−
6.4 MeV states favors the 32 assignment since the same
−
−
split between the 12 and 32 states is observed in the
−
mirror nucleus 15 C. The 32 assignment also agrees with
the shell-model predictions [7] (see Table I).
The triple 13 N+p+p coincidence indicates the presence of a new state in 15 F. Two intense bumps are seen
around 50 and 65 mrad in the θp−N projection without
any gate (Fig. 4(b)). We selected these peaks by the
arc gate of 78–88 mrad (Fig. 4(c)). In the corresponding θp−N distribution, two distinguished peaks have positions and widths matching those from the sequential
2p decay of a narrow 15 F∗ level via the known state
14
O(2+
1 ) at 6.59 MeV [18]. This is justified by the FSI
channel 13 N+p→14 O∗ whose θp−N correlations are shown
in Fig. 4(d). The simulations of the known 5.17 and

6.59 MeV states in 14 O [18] match the two most intense
peaks of the distribution. The fitted Q2p value for the
15 ∗
F state is 3.2(2) MeV and Γ=0.4(4) MeV. The derived width is actually an upper-limit estimate, see the
inset of Fig. 4(c). The new 15 F∗ state is also open to the
14
O(0+
1 )+p decay by Qp =7.8(2) MeV. We have simulated
this channel using the 15 F∗ energy and width derived
from the observed 2p branch, see Fig. 3(b). Some data
events may be attributed to the 1p decay, though contributions from other possible higher-lying states in 15 F
are unknown. Thus we estimate the ratio of the 1p/2p
decay branches of the 7.8 MeV state to be less than 0.2.
+
Three J π assignments were considered for this state, 32 2 ,
1−
22

+

and 52 2 , basing on known spin-parities in the mirror
nucleus 15 C. The spsdpf shell model widths of the main
decay channels for each of these assignments are given in
−
Table I. The 21 2 assignment is clearly wrong. We cannot
+

+

discriminate between the 32 2 and 52 2 assignments by using the measured 1p/2p branching ratio because the 1p
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TABLE I: The Qexp
and Γexp
(in MeV) of states observed in
p
p
15 ∗
F , the assigned spin-parity J π , the calculated spsdpf shellmodel widths ΓSM
in comparison to the (sd)2 shell model [6]
p
15
and the MCAS [7] predictions. The excitation energies Ex C
15
of C mirror states are from [18].
Qexp
p
2.80(5)
4.9(2)
6.4(2)

Jπ
5/2+
1/2−
5/2−
3/2−
7.8(2) 0.4(4) 3/2+
2
1/2−
2
5/2+
2
a
b

Γexp
p
0.4(1)
0.2(2)
0.2(2)

ΓSM
p
0.33
0.09
0.05
0.10
0.45a
∼3b
0.3a

[6]

Qp
2.78
5.49
6.88
7.25
–
–
7.75

[6]

Γp
0.3
0.005
0.010
0.040
–
–
0.4

[7]

Qp
2.79
4.63
5.92
6.30
–
–
–

[7]

Γp
0.18
0.055
0.006
0.180
–
–
–

15

Ex C
0.74
3.10
4.22
4.66
5.83
5.87
6.36

The width is calculated for the 14 O∗ (2+ )+p decay branch.
The width is calculated for the 14 O∗ (1− )+p decay branch.

decay width cannot be reliably determined in our theoretical approach. However, this energy matches well the
+
MCAS predictions for 52 2 .
Searching for reaction channels feeding the observed
15
F states, we inspected two bumps in Fig. 3(a) around
the p–14 O angles of 70 and 100 mrad. These bumps were
assumed to originate from sequential 2p decay of a single excited state in 16 Ne via 15 F. The θp−O distribution,
selected within the corresponding arc area and shown in
Fig. 3(d), can be explained by sequential 2p decay of
+
+
a high-lying 16 Ne∗ state via 15 F( 21 ) and 15 F( 52 ) with
−4
the fitted values Q2p =7.6(2) MeV and Γp =0.8( +8 ) MeV.
The P (Γ) distribution for this state is shown in the inset of Fig. 3(d). The asymmetric shape of P (Γ) is due
to correlation of two fit parameters, the level width and
the decay branching ratio, when larger assumed widths
+
cause smaller admixtures of the 12 decay channel. The
+
+
obtained branching ratios of the 12 and 52 decay channels are 0.24(8) and 0.76(8) respectively. The position of
the observed 16 Ne∗ state correspond to the 6.1 MeV state
in its mirror 16 C with J π =(2+ ,3− ,4+ ) [13]. We have calculated shell-model partial widths of all decay channels
for each of these J π assignments to the observed 16 Ne*
state. The most important ones of them are shown in Table II. According to these calculations, the only plausible
spin-parity of the 7.6 MeV state is 2+ .
TABLE II: Different Jπ assignment for the 7.6 MeV level in
Ne and the corresponding partial widths (in MeV) for decay
into three 15 F+p channels, calculated in the shell model.
16

Jπ
2+
3−
4+

15

+

F( 12 1 )+p
0.036
0.007

15

+

F( 52 1 )+p
> 0.37
> 0.005
1.4

15

−

F( 12 )+p
0.036
0.120

Our nuclear-state assignments assume that one peak
in the measured p–HI spectra matches one single reso-

nance only. Therefore several closely-spaced states could
be misinterpreted as one broad level if they are populated
within the experimental resolution of 0.2–0.4 MeV. Simulations of the response of our set-up show that multiple
scattering of the protons in the thick target is the main
reason for the p–HI peak broadening and the relatively
large errors of the resonance width measurements. The
15
F and 16 Ne data could be improved significantly in new
experiments with a thinner target.
All in all, the measured 1p and 2p decays of the new
states in 15 F and 16 Ne give evidence for relatively stable
nuclear configurations beyond the proton drip line. The
observed states have much smaller widths compared to
those expected for protons moving around undisturbed
nuclear cores. Their structure may be understood as protons orbiting excited cores which are in turn open to 1p
decays. Such phenomenon challenges the current nuclear
structure theories which cannot yet accommodate threebody character of the 2p decays into many-body nature
of atomic nuclei.
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